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During the 1950s, many Puerto Ricans migrated to big U.S. cities like New York 
City and Chicago for better work opportunities. This created a large community of 
Puerto Ricans outside of the island. This is called the Puerto Rican diaspora. Bomba 
has spread throughout many parts of the United States because of the diaspora, 
and it has become a way to demonstrate Puerto Rican heritage and culture.

Bomba is one of the oldest musical genres of Puerto 
Rico. During the performance, Ivelisse Diaz notes 
that this music is a way to “respect our ancestors.” 
This reflects the origins of the genre, which began 
when enslaved Africans gathered to express emotions 
about their conditions through music, dance, and 
song. Bomba is a way to tell stories, convey feelings, 
and pass down traditions through generations.

“Bomba, through 
this music, is 
how history has 
been passed 
down through 
generations.” 
   —Ivelisse Diaz
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LET’S LEARN: BOMBA INSTRUMENTS

Each instrument used in bomba is special in the way it’s played and how it interacts with the music, dance, and singing. 
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Maraca: The lead 
singer plays a 
maraca, which 
helps to establish 
a constant rhythm.

Barriles/barríl: drums/drum

Primo/subidor: The primo, or 
subidor, is the lead drum. It 
has the highest pitch and is 
the drum that communicates 
with the dancers and other 
musicians. The primo is 
the only instrument that 
improvises the rhythm.

Buleador: The buleador repeats 
the same pattern throughout, 
keeping the beat and making sure 
the music keeps going, taking the 
lead from the primo. Sometimes 
there is only one buleador, and 
sometimes there are many. It’s 
still bomba either way!

Sticks/cuás: The 
cuás are made of the 
same wood as the 
drums, and they are 
played against the 
wood of a barrilito, 
or smaller drum.

LET’S DRUM: BOMBA SÍCA

Grupo BombAZo teaches two sounds for the bomba sicá rhythm.

1. Bass/caja: Use your strong 
hand in the middle of the drum.

2. Open tone/abierto: Use your weak 
hand and play at the edge of the drum.

Follow along with the video for 
the sicá pattern, which can be 
said like this:

The primo/subidor signals to the 
other drummers when to start 
and stop by playing a particular 
rhythmic pattern.

Bam
strong

bu
weak

la
weak

é
strong
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LET’S DANCE: BOMBA SÍCA

The primo/subidor, is the “voice” of the dancer, and the dancer uses their body and movement to tell a story. 
The drummer follows the dancers and watches closely to align rhythm to the movements. Bomba dance is all 
improvised, but there is a basic step, or paso básico, you can follow.

At the end, the dancer bows to the primo/subidor 
player to thank them for making music together. 

The dancer claims the space with piquetes, which 
are accented movements with their arms and hands. 
If the dancer is wearing a bomba skirt (falda de 
bomba) the piquetes are often done while holding it.

Feet: Point your toes and alternate your 
feet along with the bomba sicá rhythm.

Arms: Move your arms opposite 
your feet with the rhythm.

Posture: Stand strong and tall. 
Claim the space!

LET’S SING: “VOLÉ PIOMBA”

Just like the drumming and the dancing, bomba 
singing also has a call-and-response dynamic. 
After Marién sings her verso, or verse, the other 
group of singers, the coro, sing the response. The 
versos are usually improvised by the lead singer, 
so the coro is an important part of the song.

Coro lyrics: Volé, volé piomba (Fly, fly dove)


